Now in our 8th year, Anseye Pou Ayiti (APA) pushes forward with next phase of our movement for educational justice. Our “Phase 2” is centered on community-level proof points of equity and excellence for all.

APA is building a movement of local civic leaders who are transforming Haiti’s education system as a lever toward liberation.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS

14,000+ STUDENTS REACHED

100 PARTNER SCHOOLS REACHED

12 LOCAL INITIATIVE PARTNERS

350 CIVIC LEADERS EQUIPPED INCLUDING: TEACHERS, PARENTS, SCHOOL LEADERS

10 ALUMNI AMBASSADORS WORKING WITH MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

10 AWARDS & RECOGNITIONS
PWOBÈM YO ANPIL, MEN SOLISYON YO POSIB.
THE PROBLEMS ARE MANY, BUT THE SOLUTIONS ARE POSSIBLE.
(APA TEAM PROVERB)

Scaling Deep
NEW 2021 INITIATIVES TO DEEPEN COMMUNITY IMPACT

- Inaugural entrepreneurship pitch competition
- First aid/CPR skills training for APA graduates
- Socio-emotional learning partnership with La Ressource
- Multiplying “open pedagogical forums” for peer teachers
- “Solisyon Yo Posib” (Solutions are possible) online video series

A Track Record of Solutions

- 95% of parent leaders, teacher leaders, & school leaders continue efforts towards education equity after graduating from APA fellowship.
- 85% average student passing rates, more than twice the national average of 41%.
- 500+ community members mobilized by APA graduates for community “konbits”, solving specific challenges together.

Looking Forward
IMPLEMENTING OUR 3-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN WITH A FOCUS ON 3 PRIORITIES TO SCALE DEEP:

- Whole-community solutions for education equity: Expanding our parent leadership cohort and school leadership cohort programs, to launch in rest of APA’s 5 partner communities.
- Coaching residency institute: APA community coaches have been essential to our success. Now exploring how to build a pipeline of community coaches for all schools and beyond.
- Data for decision-making & school outcomes: Spreading APA’s data-driven approach, including equipping a network of local analysts and building robust data platform. Platform to become model for Ministry of Education.